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Earth ChemistryEarth Chemistry
Chemistry UnitChemistry Unit

Day 4Day 4

October 5October 5thth, 2006, 2006

ObjectivesObjectives for Day 35for Day 35

Thursday, 10/05/06Thursday, 10/05/06
____________________________________________________________

��DefineDefine the term the term Atom Atom 

�� LabelLabel and locateand locate the parts of the the parts of the 

atomatom

��DecodeDecode a cell of the periodic table, a cell of the periodic table, 

finding the atomic number, atomic finding the atomic number, atomic 

mass, and element symbol. mass, and element symbol. 

Elements of the Earth’s Elements of the Earth’s 

CrustCrust

1.1.Oxygen (47%)Oxygen (47%)
2.2.Silicon (28%)Silicon (28%)
3.3.Aluminum (8%)Aluminum (8%)
4.4.Iron (5%)Iron (5%)
5.5. Calcium (4%)Calcium (4%)
6.6. Sodium (3%)Sodium (3%)
7.7. Potassium (3%)Potassium (3%)
8.8. Magnesium (2%)Magnesium (2%)

AtomAtom

Definition (1):Definition (1):

�� The smallest unit of an element The smallest unit of an element 

that has the properties of that that has the properties of that 

element.element.

Atomic ParticlesAtomic Particles

ChargeChargeLocationLocationParticleParticle
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Areas of the AtomAreas of the Atom

NucleusNucleus::

�� Small region at the center that Small region at the center that 

holds the protons and neutronsholds the protons and neutrons

Electron Cloud:Electron Cloud:

�� Large region around the Large region around the 

nucleus in which the electrons nucleus in which the electrons 

are foundare found

Decoding the Periodic TableDecoding the Periodic Table

Atomic Number (1)Atomic Number (1)::

�� The number of protons in the The number of protons in the 

nucleus of an atomnucleus of an atom

Atomic Atomic Mass (3):Mass (3):

�� The mass of the atom (in “atomic The mass of the atom (in “atomic 

mass units”)mass units”)

�� Electrons have Electrons have nearlynearly no massno mass

�� Atomic Mass = Protons + NeutronsAtomic Mass = Protons + Neutrons

Let’s PracticeLet’s Practice

��What is the atomic What is the atomic 

number?number?

��How many protons?How many protons?

66

��What is the Atomic What is the Atomic 

Mass?Mass?

��How many neutrons?How many neutrons?

12.010712.0107--6 = 66 = 6

66

CC
CarbonCarbon

12.010712.0107

More about the Electron CloudMore about the Electron Cloud

Put this on the bottom of your pagePut this on the bottom of your page

�� Electrons do not spin around the Electrons do not spin around the 
nucleus in ‘orbits’nucleus in ‘orbits’

�� Cloud is where they are Cloud is where they are most likelymost likely
to beto be

Valence Electrons:Valence Electrons:

�� The electrons in the outermost The electrons in the outermost 
edge of the cloudedge of the cloud


